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Abstract. A configuration D with parameters (u, b, r. k) is an incidence structure t P, B. 2 L where 
? is a set of u “points’*, 8 is a set of b ‘“blocks” and 7 is an ‘incidence relation” between points 
and blocks such that each point is incident with t blocks, and each blok is incident with Fc points. 
A block may be regarded ac. the subset of those points of p with which it is incident. 
A regular two component pairwise balanced design with parameters 
is an incidence structure 0 = {p, Bi CI 82, 2 ), where pi = (P, Bi,I) is a configuration with 
parameters (v, bi, ri, ki), i = I, 2, bi = vri/ki, and such that any two distinct points of P are con- 
tained in exactly one block of gr U 82. Th3 configuration pi is called the jth component of p. 
i= 1,2. 
Hence by deleting the points of an oval S from a projective plane n of even order (I. we ob- 
tain a regular two component pairwise baianced design for which 
u=q’-1, bl =$I(@), b2 =f(q+l~iq t z), 
1 
r1 =_iq, r2 = ; cq + 2), Bcl =q+ 1, k2=q-1. 
ln this paper, we investigate the converse qdesiion and p’ove: Given a regular two component 
pairwise balanced design with the above pa.ameters, then if q f 6, the design can be embedded 
in a projective plane of order q. 
1. I. A configuration I? with parameters (v, b, I’ k) is an insidTnee struc- 
ture (P, 8, I), where P is a set of u “points”. 6 is a set of b ‘Wocks” 
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and 1 is an “incidence relation” between points and blocks such that 
each point is incident with r blocks, an;!. each block is Enciden t with !G 
points. A block may be regarded as the subs&t of fhose points of P with 
I ‘;ich it is incident. The incidence relaton then becomes the containing 
contained relation. 
A k-arc in a projective plane II of order q is a set of k points, no three 
of which are collinear. It is well known [ 1, 9, 101 that if q is even, 
kgq+2,andifkisodd,kgq + 1. A maximal k-arc is an oval. Thus an 
oval in a projective plane II of evt:n order q is a (q + 2)-arc. One way of 
obtaining an oval in a Desarguesian plane II of even order is as follows: 
Let C be a non-dt *generate conic in II. Through any point P of C, there 
passes exactly on2 a line 1, which meets C in no other point. Then P is de- 
fined to bc a tangent o C at P. The tangents to C at the q + 1 distinct 
points of C a:1 meet at a point 0, the nucleus of C. Then the set of q + 2 
points C U 0 is an oval. Howtver, there are other non-isomorphic: ovals 
[ll] ifq=Z?,n> 2.Let 
be an oval in II. Then the i (q + ‘I) (q + 2) lines Qi Gjj I’,& i = 0, 1, . ..) g + 1, 
i + j) each intersect S in two points. They may be called “secant:“. The 
remaining 3q(q- T) lines of II do not intersect S and may he called non- 
in tersec tors. 
Let PII---S be thesetofq * - 1 points obtainer1 by deleting from II, 
t? e points of S . Let B 1 be the x t ;)f non-intersectors, and B2 the set of 
intersectors from which the points of S have been dleleted. Then ‘D, = 
(P, IS,, 1) is a configuration (u, ,!:I,, yl, kr), where 
(1.1) V=q*--1, b, =+q(q--l), r1 =fq, k, =q+ 1, 
and 2j2 = ( P, B2, If) is a configuratr~~n (u, b,, r2, k,), where 
(1.2) v=q*--1, b2=+(q+I)(q+2), r2=+(q+2), ."72=q--l, 
the incident!: being carried over from II. 
‘Then the incidence srructure Z, = (P, 73, I), where Q = rS1 L’ B2, has 
the property that any twllo distinct points 0: ‘) are contained in exactly 
one block of 8. 
1. Intro&rc.don c, 3il7 
1.2. A re,pular two component pairwise balanced esign with parameters 
is an incidence structure P = (P, I31 U B2, I), where Vi = (P, Bi, 7) is a 
configuration with parameters (II, bi, Yi, ki), i = 1, 2, bi = u ri/ki, and 
such that any two distinct points of P are contained irt exactly ow 
block of B1 1-J B2. The configurstion Pi is cailed the ifh compflnent of 
P, I’= 1, 2. 1 
Hence by Metin 2 the points of an oval 5 from a project&: plane 1-I 
of even order 4, wt: obtain a regular two component p@rwise balar_ced 
design with parameters (1.3), where u, yl, r2, k, , k, are given by ( 1.1) 
and (1.2). 
In this paper, we investigate the converse question, and prove the fol- 
lowing. 
Theorem. Given a regular two component pairwise balanced design with 
parameters ( 1.3), where v, rl, r2, k, , k, are given by ( 1. I ) and ( I. 2). 
then if q f 6, the design can be embedded in a projective plane of order 
4. 
From thb: Bruck-Ryser Theorem [2I, there cannot exist a projective 
plane of order q = 4t $- 2 if the square free part of q contains a prime 
factor p = 3 (mod 4). Hence we have the following. 
Corolllary. if t > 1 and the square free part of q = 4it + 2 contains a prime 
factor p = 3 (mod 4), then a regular two component pairwise balanced 
design with parameters 
cannot exist. 
Since our proof does not cover the Sase q = 6, it is an open question 
whether a :*egular two component pairwise balanced design with parame- 
ters 
exists. 
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1.3. Our th,eorem is analiogous to the one proved by Dickey [ 61 for em- 
F dding the con@ement of a unital in a projectivi: plane of order @I. 
If II’ is a Desariguesian plane of order q*, then we can get a regular two 
component paikse bal;anced esign P’ = (P’, 8; U B& I) with parame- 
ters 
where 
(1.7) v’=(1z(i+4’+ l), Y;! =q+ 1, y; =q2: -4: 
i;c; zq”, J-; = q’ - qa, 
as follows: 
Let S’ be the unitai in II’ given by the equation 
Let P’ be the set of vy points obtained by deleting the set of 43 + 1 points 
of S’ from II’. Let 3; be the set of tangents to S’, and Sk the set of se- 
cants to II’. The P’ = f P’, 73; U 8;) is the required design. 
Conversely, if there exists a regular two component pairwise balanced 
design with lparameters ( 1.6) where u), I=;, I;, k; , k; are given by ( 1.7) 
then it can be embedded in a projective plane of order y*. 
2. Preliminary lemmas 
2.1. Let +(p, fjl IJ fj *, I) be a regular two component paizwir’e 
balanced clesip wi eh parameters 
the ith csrnponent pi = (P, Bi, 1) being a configuration with parllmeters 
h bj, ri. k,), where 
12*2) V=q’-?+ b, =:$@q-l), r1 Aq, k, =q+ I., . 
(2.3) b, == 5 cc; + 1) (q-l- 2, ,y2 =_:_(q + 2) 9 k, =q-;. 
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We note that any two blocks belonging to El U 13, cannot intersect 
in more thorn one point. 
2.2. Lemma. Any two bCocks of P, have exact& one point in commo~cz. * 
Proof. L& Rr be any block of P, . If I, is the number of other blocks of 
V, which have no point in common with B, and 6, is the number of 
blocks cf P, which have one point in common with B, , then 
2, +I, = b, -1 =-&2 -q-2), 2, = k-,(r,-1)=-&2-q-z). 
Hence I, = 0. 
2.3. Lemma. Ap2y block of P, has exactly o.vle point irl common with 
any block of D2. 
Proof. Let B, be a block of 0,. Let YZ~ be the number of blocks of Dz 
which intersect B, in no point and m2 be the number of blocks of V2 
which intersect B, in one point. Then 
ml+m,=b2= +(q+ l)(q+2), m2 = k, r2 =_li(q+ l)[q+.Z). 
Hence m2 = 0, 
2.4. Lemma. Avly block of O2 has no point in common with 2q other 
blocks of V2, and has one point in common with kq(q - 1 j vther blocks 
of v,* 
hoof. Let B2 be a block of V2 and let n1 and n2 be the respective 
numbers of other blocks of V2 which intersect B, in no point and one 4. 
point, respectively. Then 
n1 +n:! =b,-1 =3q(q+ 3), 122 = k-2(5 --- 1) =&i(q -- 1). 
Hence np = 2q. 
2.5. brnrna, If Q is a point of P uot contained iu a bk:jc k B, of V2, thcrz 
there are exactly two blocks of &$ which con taiu @ and JWJ HO poitl t it! 
common with B,. 
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RQOf. Let .B, = {S, ) e2, . ..) Oq_,} be a b&k of Vz and let # be a point 
of P not contained in B,. Let x1 and x2 be the respective numbers of 
;,ocks of Q2 which contain & and have no point or one point in common 
with B2 , Then 
(2.4) x1 +x2 =r2==3(4+2), 
Each pair (@, Oi) is contained in exa&ly one block of II which may be- 
long to either PI or 0,. Now t#~ is contained in rl = $J blocks of P, each 
of which intersects B2 frarn Lemma 2.3. Hence 44 of the pairs (& ei> 
are cogtaincd in blocks of P, . The remaining (q- 1) - (&J) = +(q -- 2) 
pairs are contained .in blocks of D2. HI:nce x2 = f(q - 2). From (2.Q 
X2 = 2. 
2.6. Lemma. If B, and B; are two ri on-in tersecting blocks of o2 p then 
there are exactl;v q other blocks of g3,, which intersect neither B, nor B;. 
Roof. Let B2 = {6,. 8,, . . . . Oq_.I ): knd B; = (& , Qi2 9 . ..? qt+& be two 
non-intersecting, blocks of P,. Ther; from Lemma 2.4, there are 2q- 1 
blocks of P,, other than B;, which do not intersect B,. From Lemnla 
2.5, each point t@i, j = 1, 2, . . . . q- 1 1 is contained in exactly one of these 
blocks. Hence there are q- 1 block of Vz which intersect Bs but do 
not intersect B,. There remain (2q -.- X) - (q - 1) = q blocks of V2 which 
intersect neither B, nor B;. 
2.7. Lemma. /f3, and ~9; are two ivltersecting blocks of Vi, then there . 
are exactly 4 c?her blocks of V2 which intersect neither B2 plor B;. 
Roof. Let; B, = (e,, 8,, . . . . 8, - l ) znd B; = {O,, t$;, (I;, . . . . $6 2) be - 
two block:s of P, intersecting in the pboint 0,. From Lemma 2.4, there 
are exactly 2q bilocks of Q2 which cl10 not intersect B,. From Lemma 
2.5,, each. yoint f& i = 1, 2, . . . . q-2a is contained in two of these blocks. 
Hence there are 12q-4 block% of O2 which do not intersect B, but in- 
tersect B; l There remain 4 blocks ot” rD v which intersect neither B, nor 
B;. 
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3. The main theorem 
Consider a finite graph G without loops or multiple edges. It is said to 
be strongly regular with parameters (V, nl, pf,, &) if 
(i) it has Vvertices, 
(ii) it is regular with valence nl , 
(iii) any two adjacent vertices of G are simultaneously adjacent o 
exactly pi 1 other vertices of G, 
(iv) any two non-adjacent vertices of G are simultaneously adjacent 
to ?& other vertices of G. 
Let G be the graph whose vertices correspond to the blocks of VI, 
where two vertices of G are adjacent or non-adjacent according as the 
ctdrresponding blocks of O2 are non-intersf cting or intersecting. Then 
the number of vertices of G is b, =$(q + 1) (q f 2). Hence from Lemmas 
2.4, 2.5 and 2.6, G is strongly regular with parameters 
(3.1) V=iCq + l)(q + 2), q = 2q, /IfI = q, pfl = 4. 
The line graph of a graph H is defined to be a graph whose vertices 
correspond to the edges of H, and in which two vertices are adjacent or 
non-adjacent according as the corresponding edges of H have or do no? 
have a common vertex. It is known [ 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 121 that if Y; # 8, then 
a strongly regular graph with parameters 
V=in(n- l), n1 = 2(n-2), p;* =n-2, pi1 = 4, 
is the line graph of a complete graph K, with A vertices. Putting TI= y + 2, 
we see that if q # 6, then G is the line gra& of complete graph K, +2 
with q + 2 vertices. Let the vertices of K$f2 be denoted by the symbols 
1, 2, . . . . q + 2. Then the edges of Kqt.2 can be denoted by the unordered 
pairs (i, j), i # j, 1, j = I , 2, . . . , q + 2. The vertices of G therefore corre- 
spond to pairs (i. j), two vertices being adjacent or non-adjacent accord- 
ing as the corresponding pax-is have or do not have a common symbol. 
If4 # 6, we can now embed D in a projective plane of order y in the 
following manner: Take q + 2 ideal points corresponding to the symbols 
1, 2, . ..) q + 2. If B, is a block of &, then it corresponds to some vzrtex 
of G and therefore to a pair (i, j). Extend the block B, by adding the 
ideal points i, j. Each extended block of V3 is now of size q + 1. and any 
two biocIcs in&rsect in exactly one point since the pairs of ideal points 
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by which the blocks have F~e.n ext:znJed will have a COIYI~IWII (ideal 
point) if and c;iiy if the unextendeI4 blocks do not intersect in a point of 
P. -2~ extended design nou* has $! -+ q + i p&MS and 42 + q -t 1 blocks _ 
each of size q + 1 such t:hat my twc::, blocks intersect in exactly one 
paint. It is therefore a projelctive pl::ane of tsrder q. 
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